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The Brain-Boy® is a very important part of the Warnke®-
method which has been developed in co-operation bet-
ween analysis and practice.
The Warnke®-method includes a test method which iden-
tifi es the currant level of listening and speaking converting 
of your child. From this it follows an individual of your child 
constructed causation-training which works: The Warnke®-
method is characterised by a big success rate – and this 
with age-specifi ed approach. 

TheThe  BrainBrain-Boy-Boy® ® featuresfeatures

Eight different games
Clear menu navigation
Positive feedback
Easy handling (only three buttons)

Already with a daily training time from 10 to 15 minutes you 
can see an improvement in apperception, attention and un-
derstanding within six to eight weeks. Especially effective 
is the Brain-Boy® in association with the Warnke®-Lateral 
training.

Do you want to fi nd out more?
Check out internet homepage www.brainboy.de and test 
the Brain-Boy®.
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. . .  s uccess at  sch o o l  . . . 

. . .  s uccess at  sch o o l  . . . 

The The BrainBrain-Boy-Boy® - a part of whole - a part of whole

„Super!“
„Great!“
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With With BrainBrain-Boy-Boy® ® to success at schoolto success at school

Approx. 10 – 15 % of all pupils have heavy learning disabilities. 
Most of them suffer at dyslexia. Traditional views couldn’t pro-
vide nameable activity. Unlike the Warnke-method: According 
to a report of the ministry of culture/education of Thuringia 40 
% of the pupils with reading and writing problems improved 
their error rate in only four months. With the Brain-Boy® the 
Warnke®-method estimates at the base. Basic functions for 
safe treatment from language in the brain will be skillet. That 
is the reason why your child will advance his competence in 
writing and reading signifi cant through the playfully training 
within few weeks. 

BrainBrain-Boy-Boy® at dyslexia at dyslexia

BrainBrain-Boy-Boy® at ADD/ADHD at ADD/ADHD

Finally you can make sure yourself that your child has 
more fun and success at school again. With the Brain-
Boy® your child has the possibility to advance the neces-
sary skills for reading, writing and concentrating effec-
tively in a short time. 

Dear parents,Dear parents,

Children with problems in school have to study much 
more than their schoolmates – but very often that does 
not help. Why? Because mostly – although normally or 
even above average intelligence – the necessary basic 
skills for certain handling of language in the brain is not 
developed enough.

The Brain-Boy® trains this function effectively: In order 
to that it opens academic and linguistic success to your 
child and it becomes “classroom-survivable”. The special 
potency of this training is based of a special patent-regi-
stered treatment by which the brain learns playfully and 
intuitively. 
As one important component of the Warnke-Method the 
Brain-Boy® helps especially children with reading and wri-
ting problems. But also for children with maths problems, 
attention defi cit disorder and other school problems the 
Brain-Boy® affords an important possibility to advance.
More than 2.000 therapists in Germany, Austria and Swit-
zerland work with the Warnke-Method which has tested 
by the “Medical Academy of Hanover“.

Especially for children with ADD/ADHD the school time 
can be cruelty because in a class with mostly more than 
30 children it is more than diffi cult to be concentrated on 
the teacher and the tasks. The Brain-Boy® trains the con-
centration on a playfully way and trains the function of the 
brain which make the learning much easier.

®

Elisabeth Bürgi*, Solothurn (CH),

therapist

Joachim Garms, Lahntal (D)

Ben Schirrmeyer*, Soltau (D)

I am very responsive and satisfi ed 

from this therapy. Furthermore 

I wish you a lot of success and 

enjoyment with your work.

You said very right: It has to be exciting every 

time. Exactly like this I feel with my work 

with every individual child: exciting, new and 

challenging.

In the beginning I found it strange but than my brother wanted to have the Brain-Boy, too. We really argued about who was allowed to be the fi rst playing with the Brain-Boy. We’ve wrote down our results and you could see that we became better and better. Anyway I have been faster all the time. But I am also the older one.

Karin Mühleis*, Barnten (D) 

Overjoyed I can tell you that my son Sören could leave the special school for language-handicapped children after 
one and a half year. Without your help 
Sören wouldn’t have managed the jump 
so fast. Normally the jump to a normal 
school happens only to ten from 74 
children.
That Sören could then even leave the 
school to the middle of the year is a sen-
sation. Something like this we have never 
experienced before. 
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